Travel possibilities in Berlin:

The central website for the public traffic in Berlin is: www.bvg.de .
Maps for the public traffic in Berlin could be downloaded:
Map for Metro and S-Bahn - www.elearningconf09.comhard.eu/Files/S+U-Bahn_aktuell.pdf
Map for Tram -

www.elearningconf09.comhard.eu/Files/TramMetro_aktuell.pdf

Price List public transport:
Single tickets:
Zone AB: 2,10€ (valid 2 hours from stamping)
Zone ABC: 2,80€ (valid 2 hours from stamping)
Daily ticket: 6,10€ (valid to 3 a.m in the night, not 24 hours)
7-Day-ticket: 26,20€
Tickets for 3 or 4 day are available but only in combination with a Berlin Welcome Card
which provides price reductions to sights. The prices for the 3-4 day card with Welcome card
is nealy the same like the 7-day ticket.

How can I travel from….to Ramada Hotel?
From:

To:

Airport Schönefeld

Ramada Hotel
Leave the Airport Building and follow the
balustrades (roofed way) to the S-Bahn
„Schönefeld“. Take the S9 direction „S-Bahnhof
Spandau“ direct to station „Ostkreuz“.
Get off at station „Ostkreuz“, go to the upper rails
where the „Ringbahn“ goes and take directions
„Ring S42 or Hohen Neuendorf“ and go out at
„Storkower Straße“ (two stations from Ostkreuz).
At „Storkower Straße“ there is only one exit go up
and take the left exit of the tunnel. Downstairs you
will see a yellow shop of „Deutsche Post“. Close to
the shop the bus starts, take Bus 240 direction
„Platz der Vereinten Nationen“ and get off at
„Josef-Orlopp-Straße/Vulkanstraße“. Enter the
Ruschestraße and you can see Ramada Hotel.

Ticket for the whole ride:
Single ticket Zone ABC: 2,80€ (after buying the
ticket please stamp it here).

Airport Tegel

Ramada Hotel
Leave the Airport terminal and go to the bus station
in front of the terminal. Take the bus „TXL –
Mollstraße/Prenzlauer Allee“ and go by Bus to the
station „Beusselstraße“. Get off there and go down
to the S-Bahn. Take the S-Bahn direction „Ring
S41“ and get off at „Storkower Strasse“.
At „Storkower Straße“ there is only one exit. Go up
and take the left exit of the tunnel. Downstairs you
will see a yellow shop of „Deutsche Post“. Close to
the shop the bus starts, take Bus 240 direction
„Platz der Vereinten Nationen“ and get off at
„Josef-Orlopp-Straße/Vulkanstraße“. Enter the
Ruschestraße and you can see Ramada Hotel.
Ticket for the whole ride:
Single ticket Zone AB: 2,10€ (after buying the ticket
please stamp it here).

Train Station „Ostbahnhof“ or
Train Station „Hauptbahnhof“

Ramada Hotel
Take the S-Bahn (directions are „Wartenberg or
Ahrensfelde or Erkner or Straußberg“)
Get off at station „Ostkreuz“, go to the upper rails
where the „Ringbahn“ goes and take directions
„Ring S42 or Hohen Neuendorf“ and go out at
„Storkower Straße“ (two stations from Ostkreuz).
At „Storkower Straße“ there is only one exit go up

and take the left exit of the tunnel. Downstairs you
will see a yellow shop of „Deutsche Post“. Close to
the shop the bus starts, take Bus 240 direction
„Platz der Vereinten Nationen“ and get off at
„Josef-Orlopp-Straße/Vulkanstraße“. Enter the
Ruschestraße and you can see Ramada Hotel.
Ticket for the whole ride:
Single ticket Zone AB: 2,10€ (after buying the ticket
please stamp it here).

How can I travel from….to BCA – Comfort Hotel Lichtenberg?

Airport Schönefeld

BCA – Comfort Hotel Lichtenberg
Leave the Airport Building and follow the
balustrades (roofed way) to the S-Bahn
„Schönefeld“. Take the S9 direction „S-Bahnhof
Spandau“.
Get off at station „Karlshorst“ and go down and
leave the S-Bahn areal on the right hand. Go along
the „Havanna Cocktail Bar“ until you reach the next
Tram-Station (take care the Tram-Station in front of
Plus-Supermarket ist the wrong one, go on).
Take the Metro lines M27 (direction: Pasedagplatz)
or M17 (direction: Falkenberg). Get off at
„Landsberger Allee/Rhinstrasse“ where you can
see the Hotel.
Ticket for the whole ride:
Single ticket Zone ABC: 2,80€ (after buying the
ticket please stamp it here).

Airport Tegel

BCA – Comfort Hotel Lichtenberg
Leave the Airport terminal and go to the bus station
in front of the terminal. Take the bus „TXL –
Mollstraße/Prenzlauer Allee“ and go by bus to the
station „Beusselstraße“. Get off there and go down
to the S-Bahn. Take the S-Bahn direction „Ring
S41“ and get off at „Landsberger Allee“.
Follow the train direction ahead and take the exit
ahead. Go up to the Tram station where you can
take the M6 (direction: Hellersdorf – Riesaer
Straße). Get off at station „Landsberger
Allee/Rhinstraße“ from where you can see the
hotel.
Ticket for the whole ride:
Single ticket Zone AB: 2,10€ (after buying the ticket
please stamp it here).

Train Station „Ostbahnhof“ or
Train Station „Hauptbahnhof“

BCA – Comfort Hotel Lichtenberg
Take the S-Bahn (directions are „Wartenberg or
Ahrensfelde or Erkner or Straußberg“)
Get off at station „Ostkreuz“, go to the rails where
the S-Bahn goes to „Erkner“. Take the S-Bahn to
„Erkner“ and get out at „S-Bahnhof Karlshorst“.
Get off at station „Karlshorst“ and go down and
leave the S-Bahn areal on the right hand. Go along
the „Havanna Cocktail Bar“ until you reach the next
Tram-Station (take care the Tram-Station in front of
Plus-Supermarket ist the wrong one, go on).
Take the Metro lines M27 (direction: Pasedagplatz)
or M17 (direction: Falkenberg). Get out at
„Landsberger Allee/Rhinstrasse“ where you can
see the Hotel.
Ticket for the whole ride:
Single ticket Zone AB: 2,10€ (after buying the ticket
please stamp it)

How can I travel from Hotel to the conference location at University of Applied
Sciences (HTW Berlin)?
From

To

Ramada Hotel

University of Applied Sciences
Taking the M8 (direction: Ahrensfelde) and
getting out at station „Allee der
Kosmonauten/Rhinstraße“.
Taking the Tram M27 (direction:
Krankenhaus Köpenick) or Tram M17
(direction: S-Bahnhof Schöneweide) and
going direct to station „Treskowallee/HTW“.

BCA – Comfort Hotel Lichtenberg

University of Applied Sciences
Taking the Tram M27 (direction:
Krankenhaus Köpenick) or Tram M17
(direction: S-Bahnhof Schöneweide) and
going direct to station „Treskowallee/HTW“.

How can I travel from Hotel to the AGAs Hotel?
From

To

Ramada Hotel

AGAs Hotel
Taking the M8 (direction: Ahrensfelde) and
getting out at station „Allee der
Kosmonauten/Rhinstraße“.
Taking the Tram M27 (direction:
Krankenhaus Köpenick) or Tram M17
(direction: S-Bahnhof Schöneweide) and
going direct to station „S-Bahnhof
Friedrichsfelde“. Go back to the hotel as
shown in the small map.

BCA – Comfort Hotel Lichtenberg

AGAs Hotel
Taking the Tram M27 (direction:
Krankenhaus Köpenick) or Tram M17
(direction: S-Bahnhof Schöneweide) and
going direct to station „S-Bahnhof
Friedrichsfelde“. Go back to the hotel as
shown in the small map.

